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Brief facts of the case-

Mr. Junaid Ahmad, aged 32 years, a domestic passenger, (hereinafter

referred to as the "domestic passenger"), arrived at SVP International Airport,

Ahmedabad from Delhi by Air India Flight No. AI 019 on 72.02.2020 as a

domestic passenger, and anothei passenger namely Mr. Mohammad Javed

Akhtar, an international passenger, (hereinafter referred to as the

"international passenger") holding Indian passport No. T972 1016, who

arrived at SVP International Airport, Ahmedabad from Kuwait to Ahmedabad

it Jazeera Airways Flight No. J9-4O7 ot 12.02.2020 as an international

passenger.

2. On suspicious movement of Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar, he was

intercepted when he was about to exit through the Green Channel area, he

was intercepted by the officers of Customs. The passenger was found

carrying two bags i.e one black coloured trolley bag and one black coloured

back pack bag. He was asked by Customs authorities whether he was

carrying any metallic substance to which he denied. He was asked to pass

through the Door Framed Metal Detector (DFMD) machine after removing all

metallic substances from his body such as mobile, wallet etc. while he

passed through the DFMD machine, no beep sound was heard indicating

that there was nothing objectionable/dutiable on his body/clothes. Then,

the baggages of Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar was scanned one by one in

the X-ray bag scanning machine (BSM) by Customs authorities and nothing

objectionable was noticed. Meanwhile, a person was noticed lingering around

the green channel screening area when the Customs authorities were

examining Mr Javed Akhtar. On the basis of his suspicious movements, the

offrcers of Customs intercepted that person while he was trying to exit

through the Green Channel. On being asked by Customs authorities, the

passenger introduced himself as Mr. Junaid Ahmad who had arrived in

Ahmedabad from Delhi through Air India F1ight AI 0 19 as a domestic

passenger. However on suspicion, the Customs authorities asked him to
pass through DFMD machine. The DFMD machine sounded an alert beep

while the passenger, Mr Junaid Ahmad passed through it. On being asked

about the presence of any metallic substance being carried by him by

Customs authorities, the passenger took out a plastic wrapped packed from

the pocket of his jacket and placed it in the tray and once again passed

through the DFMD machine. However, no alert sound was noticed. The

backpack bag and the tray containing the said packet were scanned through

the Baggage Screening Machine by Customs authorities. The backpack bag

showed no unusual images, but dark unusual image suspected to be of
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some dense metal were noticed in the plastic wrapped packet placed in the

tray. On the basis of suspicion, the packet was cut open and four cut gold

bars were recovered by the officers of Customs. On being asked by Customs

authorities, Mr Junaid Ahmad informed the officers of Customs that the

recovered cut gold bars were handed over to him by an International

passenger, Mr. Md Javed Akhtar who arrived from Kuwait to Ahmedabad by

Jajeera Airways Flight No.J9-4O7 on 12.O2.2O2O. He also informed and

confrrmed that the person being examined by the officers was the same Mr

Javed Akhtar who handed over the gold bars to him for their illicit clearance.

3. Thereafter, Government Approved Valuer Shri Devang Soni was called

telephonically for valuation, ascertaining the purity and exact weight of the

recovered cut gold bars recovered from the said passenger. The Government

Approved Valuer, vide valuation report his Valuation Report dated

L2.02.2O20 confirmed that they were 24Kt pure gold having purity 999.0

totally weighing 6O0.700 grams. Further, he informed that the total Market

Value of the said recovered gold bars was Rs.25,13,630/- (Rupees Twenty

Five lakhs thirteen thousand Six hundred and thirty only) and

Rs.22,01,685/- (Rupees Twenty Two lakhs One thousand Six hundred and

Eighty Five only) (Tariff Value) and which was placed under seizure

alongwith packing material i.e brown coloured adhesive tapes vide

Panchnama dated 12.02.2020 on the reasonable belief that the said goods

were smuggled into India and were liable for confiscation.

4. A statement of Mr. Junaid Ahmad , the domestic passenger, was recorded

on 12.02.2020 wherein he, inter alia, stated that

. he knew Javed Akhtar for last three years and they belong to the same

village;

. he received the said gold bars from Javed Akhtar inside Ahmedabad

Airport;

o he was involved in connivance with Javed Akhtar for concealing thc

said gold bars in his possession and for clearing it illicitly by way of

evasion of Customs Duty;

. he was to smuggie the said gold bars and was supposed to hand ovcr

the same to Javed Akhtar outside the Airport;

. he attempted to smuggle the gold as he thought he would not be

subjected to a check by the authorities being a domestic passenger;

. he knew that it was an offence to smuggle gold, however he was lurcd

for the sum of Rupees Five thousand which he would have got lor

clearing the same by duping the by the Customs authoritics.
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5. A statement of Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar ,the international

passenger, was recorded on 12.O2.2020 wherein he, inter alia, stated that -
. the said gold bars belonged to him;

. he brought the said gold bars into India that day during his journey

from Kuwait to Ahmedabad;

. he knew Junaid Ahmad for last three years and they belong to the

same village;

. he wanted to get the gold bars cleared illicitly and smuggled into India

without payrnent of Customs Duty;

. he handed over the said gold bars to Junaid Ahmad in the arrival hall

of Ahmedabad Airport so that he can clear them illicitly without being

noticed by the Customs authorities as Mr. Junaid Ahmad was a

domestic passenger;

. he knew it was an offence to smuggle gold, however he was lured by

the fact that he would make a profit margin of ten thousand upon

evasion of Customs Duty on it.

Both passengers were arrested by Customs authorities and were offered bail

by the Competent authority.

6, An SCN dated 2l .O9.2020 was issued to Mr. Junaid Ahmad (domestic

passenger) and Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar (international passenger),by

the Joint Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad as to why :

(il 04 cut gold bars totally weighing 600.700 grams, valued at

Rs.25,13,630/- (Rupees Twenty Five lakhs thirteen thousand Six

hundred and thirty only) (Market value) and Rs.22,01,685/-

(Rupees Twenty Two lakhs One thousand Six hundred and Eighty

Five only) (Tariff Value), owned by them/recovered from them as

per their statements dated 12.O2.2020, and placed under seizure

vide panchnama dated 12.O2.2O2O, should not be confiscated

under Section 111(d), 111(i), 1 1 1(l) and 111(m) of the Customs Act,

1962;

(ii) The packing material namely brown coloured adhesive tape from

which the gold was recovered, used in concealing the said gold and

placed under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 12.O2.2O2O,

should not be confiscated under Section 118(a) & 119 of the

Customs Act;

(iii) Penalty should not be imposed upon the passenger Mr.

Mohammad Javed Akhtar under Section 112(a) and I 12(b) of the

Act.
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(iv) Penalty should not be imposed upon the passenger Mr. Junaid

Ahmad under Section 1 12(a) and 1 12(b) of the Act

DEFENCE REPLY & PERSONAL ItrEARING:-

7. Mr. Junaid Ahmad (domestic passenger) and Mr. Pankaj Mohammad

Maroof (international passenger) have not filed defence reply to the show

cause notice issued.

8. Mr. Junaid Ahmad (domestic passenger) and Mohammad Maroof

(international passenger) were offered personal hearing on O8.O4 .2027 ,

26.04.2021, 17.O5.2O21 and 28.05.2021. I find that the both the noticees

have never bothered to appear for personal hearing on all the opportunities

to be heard in person nor have filed defense reply to the SCN. I would like to

mention or rather record it here that proviso to sub-section (2) of Section

l22A of the Customs Act,l962 provides that adjournment sha1l not be

granted more than three times to a party during the proceeding. In the

instant case before me, the noticees have been granted opportunities to be

heard in person for four times but they failed to appear and as such I

proceed further to decide the case based on available records.

9. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case. Though sufficient

opportunity for filing reply and personal hearing has been given, both the

noticees have not come forward to file their submissions or to appear for any

of the hearings offered to them. The adjudication proceedings cannot wait

until the noticees makes it convenient to file their submissions and appear

for the personal hearing. I, therefore, take up the case for adjudication ex-

parte, on the basis of evidences available on record.

10. The sole issue for consideration is confiscation of 04 cut gold bars

totally weighing 60O.7O0 grams, valued at Rs.25,13,630/- (Rupees Twenty

Five lakhs thirteen thousand Six hundred and thirty only) (Market value)

and Rs.22,01,685/- (Rupees Twenty TWo lakhs One thousand Six hundred

and Eighty Five only) (Tariff Value) which along with packing material i.e

brown coloured adhesive tape was placed under seizure vide Panchnama

dated I2.O2.2O2O on the reasonable belief that the said goods were

smuggled into India and were liable for confiscation.

11. I find that the panchnama clearly draws out the fact that on suspicion,

the domestic passenger and the international passenger were intercepted by
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the officers of Customs for detailed checking after they opted for clearance

through green channel. Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar was inquired whether

he was having any dutiable/restricted items to declare before Customs, in

response to which he replied in negative. Then, the baggages of Mr.

Mohammad Javed Akhtar was scanned one by one in the X-ray bag

scanning machine (BSM) and nothing objectionable was noticed. Meanwhile,

a person was noticed lingering around the green channel screening area

when the Customs authorities were examining Mr Javed Akhtar. On the

basis of his suspicious movements, the officers of Customs intercepted that

person while he was trying to exit through the Green Channel. On being

asked by Customs authorities, the passenger introduced himself as Mr.

Junaid Ahmad who had arrived in Ahmedabad from Delhi through Air India

Flight AI 019 as a domestic passenger. However on suspicion, the Customs

authorities asked him to pass through DFMD machine. The DFMD machine

sounded an alert beep while the passenger, Mr Junaid Ahmad passed

through it. On being asked about the presence of any metallic substance

being carried by him by Customs authorities, the passenger took out a
plastic wrapped packed from the pocket of his jacket and placed it in the

tray and once again passed through the DFMD machine. However, no alert

sound was noticed. The backpack bag and the tray containing the said

packet were scanned through the Baggage Screening Machine by Customs

authorities. The backpack bag showed no unusual images, but dark

unusual image suspected to be of some dense metal were noticed in the

plastic wrapped packet placed in the tray. On the basis of suspicion, the

packet was cut open and four cut gold bars were recovered by the officers of

Customs. On being asked by Customs authorities, Mr Junaid Ahmad

informed the officers of Customs that the recovered cut gold bars were

handed over to him by an International passenger, Mr. Md Javed Akhtar who

arrived from Kuwait to Ahmedabad by Jajeera Airways Flight No.J9-4O7 on

12.02.2020. He also informed and confirmed that the person being examined

by the offrcers was the same Mr Javed Akhtar who handed over the gold bars

to him for their illicit clearance. Both passengers did not declare the gold

and denied to have dutiable goods. It is also on record that the government

approved valuer has tested and certified vide Valuation Report dated

12.02.2020 confirmed that they were 24Kt pure gold having purity 999.0

totally weighing 600.700 grams. Further, he informed that the total Market

Value of the said recovered gold bars was Rs. 25,13,630/- (Rupees Twenty

Five lakhs thirteen thousand Six hundred and thirty oniy) and

Rs.22,01,685/- (Rupees Twenty TWo lakhs One thousand Six hundred and

Eighty Five only) (Tariff Va,lue) and which was placed under seizure under
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Panchnama dated 12.Q2.2Q2O in the presence of the both domestic

passenger, international passenger and Panchas.

13. It is seen that the both international passenger and domestic

passenger had not frled the baggage declaration form and had not declared

the gold which was concealed in the pocket of his jacket by the domestic

passenger, as envisaged under Section 77 of t}re Act read with the Baggage

Rules and Baggage Regulations. Both international passenger and domestic

passenger had attempted to smuggle gold into India with an intention to

evade pa5rment of Customs duty. Four cut gold bars totally weighing 600.700

grams cannot be construed as "bonafide baggage' within the meaning of

Section 79 of the Customs Act 1962 read with Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade

Policy, 2015-2020. As per Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy, a passenger

is allowed to import bona-fide household and personal effect only, as his

bona-frde baggage. It also seen that the both the passengers attempted to

smuggle the goods without frling the Customs declaration form, which is in
contravention of section 77 of the Customs Act 1962 read with the Baggage
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12. It is further recorded under the panchnama that how the gold was

recovered from the domestic passenger, Mr. Junaid Ahmad.I find that it is
quite clear that both the passenger have neither questioned the manner of

the panchnama proceedings at the material time nor controverted the facts

detailed in the panchnama during the course of recording their statement.

Every procedure conducted during the panchnama by the Officers is well

documented and made in the presence of the panchas as well as both

international and domestic passenger. Both passengers have not dislodged

any of the facts narrated in their deposition and have admitted that the 04

cut gold bars totally weighing 600.700 grams was imported in contravention

of the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 by Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar and

handed over to Mr. Junaid Ahmad at SVPI Airport Ahmedabad, after Mr.

Mohammad Javed Akhtar arrived from Kuwait to Ahmedabad by Jajeera

Airways Flight No.J9-407 on 12.O2.2O2O. In fact, in their statements, both

domestic passenger and international passenger have admitted that they

had intentionally not declared the seized items i.e. the 04 cut gold bars

totally weighing 600.700 grams on their arrival before the Customs officer

with an intent to clear them illicitly and evade pa5rment of Customs duty and

thereby, violated provisions of Customs Act, the Baggage Rules, the Foreign

Trade (Development & Regulations) Act, 1992, the Foreign Trade

(Development & Regulations) Rules, 1993 and the Foreign Trade Policy

20t5-2020.



Rules, 2016 (Tlaggage Rules) and Regulation 3 of the Customs Baggage

Declaration Regulations, 2013 (tsaggage Regulations'). The very fact that the

gold was handed over to domestic passenger at SVPI Airport Ahmedabad,

after the international passenger Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar arrived from

Kuwait to Ahmedabad by Jajeera Airways Flight No.J9-4O7 on 12.O2.2O2O,

shows that both the passenger had adopted a very ingenious way to smuggle

gold. The case of smuggling of gold recovered from domestic passenger's

possession and which was kept undeclared and concealed in the pocket of

his jacket by the domestic passenger, with an intention of smuggling the

same and in order to evade pa5rment of Customs duty is conclusively proved.

Thus, it is proved that passenger violated Section 77 , Section 79 of the

Customs Act for import/smuggling of gold which were not for bonafide use

and thereby violated Rule 11 of the Foreign Trade Regulation Rules 1993,

and para 2.26 of t!;.e Foreign Trade Policy 2O15-2O.

14. From the facts discussed above, it is evident that both passengers had

imported gold with an intention to smuggle the same and thereby clearing

the same without paJrment of Customs duty applicable on them, therefore,

has made the four cut gold bars having purity 999.0 of 24 kt. having total

weight of 600.700 grams, liable for conliscation, under the provisions of

Sections 111(d), (il, 1110), 111(m) of the Customs Act 1962. By not declaring

the gold and concealing it, it is established that both the passengers had a

clear intention to bring in the gold undetected and to clear it without

paJrment of Customs duty. The intention is evident by the fact that the gold

was handed over to domestic passenger at SVPI Airport Ahmedabad, after

the international passenger Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar arrived from

Kuwait to Ahmedabad by Jajeera Airways Flight No. J9-4O7 on 12.O2.2O2O.

Both the passengers would have gone out of the airport undetected if the

Customs officers had not stopped them. The act of omission in relation to

the subject goods falls within the ambit of 'smuggling' as defined under

Section 2(39) of the Act.The above act on the part of the said pax is
amounting to smuggling within the meaning of Section 2(39) of the Customs

Act 1962. It is also seen that the gold is to be construed as 'prohibited', in

terms of the provisions of Section 2(33) of the Customs Act 7962. Hence, it

is proved beyond doubt that all the above acts of contravention on the part of

the both international passenger and domestic passenger have rendered four

cut gold bars having purity 999.0 of 24 kt. having total weight of 600.700

grams valued at Rs. 25,13,630/- (Rupees Twenty Five lakhs thirteen

thousand Six hundred and thirty only) and Rs.22,O1,685/- (Rupees Twenty

TWo lakhs One thousand Six hundred and Eighty Five only) (Tariff Value),

recovered from Mr. Junaid Ahmad and placed under seizure under
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Panchnama dated 12.02.2020 is liable for confiscation under the provisions

of Sections I I 1(d), (i), 1 1 1(1) and 1 1 1(m) of the Act.

15. I further find that the gold is not on the list of prohibited items per se

but import of the same is controlled. The view taken by the Honble

Supreme Court in the case of Om Prakash Bhatia however in very clear

terms lay down the principle that if importation and exportation of goods are

subject to certain prescribed conditions, which are to be fulfrlled before or

after clearance of goods, non-fulfillment of such conditions would make the

goods fall within the ambit of 'prohibited goods'. This makes the gold seized

in the present case "prohibited goods" as the passenger trying to smuggle it
was not an eligible passenger to bring it in India or import gold in India in

baggage. Further, the fact is that the gold was concealed / hidden by the

domestic passenger in the pocket of his jacket. The gold was imported by the

international passenger and handed over to the domestic passenger at SVPI

Airport Ahmedabad, after the international passenger Mr. Mohammad Javed

Akhtar arrived from Kuwait to Ahmedabad by Jajeera Airways Flight No. J9-

4O7 on 12.O2.2O2O. By using this modus it is proved that the goods are

offending in nature, on its importation. Here, conditions are not fulfilied by

the passengers. Hence, I am of the view that four cut gold bars having

purity 999.0 of 24 kt. having total weight of 600.700 grams concealed in the

pocket of the jacket of the domestic passenger would be liable to absoiute

confiscation. I am therefore, not inclined to use my discretion to give an

option to redeem four cut gold bars having purity 999.0 of 24 kt. having

total weight of 600.700 grams on palrment of a redemption fine, as envisaged

under Section 125 of the Act.

16. I further find that in the case of Khemani Purshottam Mohandas vs

CC,CSI Airport, Mumbai reported in 2Ol7 (354) BLT 275 (Tri.

Mumbai),Honble Tribunal also upheld the absolute confiscation of the seized

smuggled gold holding the view that allowing redemption fine is at discretion

of the adjudicating authority based on the facts of case and the fact of

smuggling of gold was not disputed in the case of Hon'ble Tribunal. In the

case before me, the fact is that both international and domestic passenger

attempted to smuggle the gold with an intention to evade detention by

Customs and therefore I am not inclined to use discretion of giving option to

the passenger as I lind that the smuggled gold in the present case is liable to

absolute confiscation.

17. Similarly in its decision, the High Court of Madras in thc case of

Samyanathan Murugesan reported at 2009 (2471 ELT 2l(Mad) held that the
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Commissioner's order for absolute confiscation in a case of smuggling of gold

was proper. Hon'ble Supreme Court in case of Dropti Devi & Anr reported in

[(2012)6S.C.R307] has ebserved and taken a serious view of smuggling

activities. The smugglers by flouting the regulations and restrictions by their

misdeeds directly effect the national economy and thereby endanger the

security of the country.

18. Further I find that in a recent case decided by the Hon'ble High Court

of Madras reported at 2016-TIOL- 1664-HC-MAD-CUS in respect of Malabar

Diamond Gallery Pvt Ltd, the Court while holding gold jewellery as

prohibited goods under Section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962 had recorded

that "restriction" also means prohibition. In Para 89 of the order it was

recorded as under ;

89, While considering a prayer for proui.sional release, pending

adjudication, whether all the aboue can whollg be ignored bg the

authoities, enjoined uith a duty, to enforce the statutory

prouisions, rules and notifications, in letter and spiit, in

consonance with the objects ond intention of the Legislature,

imposing prohibitions/ restictions under the Customs Act, 1962 or

under ang other latu, for the time being in force, ue are of the

uietu that all the authorities are bound to foLlou.t the same,

uthereuer, prohibition or restiction i-s imposed, and uhen the

word, "restriction", also means prohibition, as held by the Hon'ble

Apex Court in Om Prakash Bhatia's case (cited supra).

19. The Hon'ble High Court Of Madras in the matter of COMMISSIONER

OF CUSTOMS (AIR), CHENNAI-I Versus P. SINNASAMY 2Ot6 (3441

E.L.T. 1154 (Mad.) held-

Tibunal had arrogated powers of adjudicating authority by directing

authority to release gold bg exercising option in fauour of respondent

Tribunal had ouerlooked categorical finding of adjudicating authoitA that

respondent had deliberately attempted to smuggle 2548.3 grams of gold,

bg mncealing and without declaration of Customs for monetary

cor*id"eratian - Adjudicating authoritg had giuen reasons for confiscation

of gold tuhile allowing redemption of other goods on pagment of fine
Discretian exercised by authoitg to deng relea,se, is in accordonce u.tith

law - Interference bg Tibunal is against law and unjustijied -

Redemption fine - Option - Confiscation of smuggled gold Redemption

cannot be allowed, as a matter of ight - Discretion conferred on

adjudicating authoity to decide - Not open to Tibunal to issue ang
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positiue directions to adjudicating authoitg to exercise option in fauour of
redemption.

18. ln 2Ql9 (370) E.L.T. 1743 (G.O.l.),before the Government Of India,

Ministry Of Finance,[Department of Revenue - Revisionary Authority];Ms.

Mallika Arya, Additional Secretary in Abdul Kalam Ammangod Kunhamu

vide Order No. 1712019-Cus., dated 7-lO-2O19 in F. No. 375106/Bl2Ot7

RA stated that it is observed that C.B.l. & C. had issued instruction vide

Letter F. No. a95/5/92-Cus. VI, dated 10-5-1993 wherein it has been

instructed that "in respect of gold seized for non-declaration, no option to

redeem the same on redemption fine under Section 125 of the Customs Act,

1962 should be given except in very trivial cases where the adjudicating

authority is satisfied that there was no concealment of the gold in question.

20. Further, the brown coloured adhesive tape used to conceal gold bars

seized under panchnama drawn on 12.O2.2O2O which was attempted to be

smuggled in India in contravention to the provisions of Rule 3 of the

Baggage Rules 2016 read with Section 79 of the Customs Act, i962 and

therefore, said the brown coloured adhesive tape goods is liable for

confiscation under the provisions of Sections 118(a) & 119 of the Customs

Act 1962.

2L. It is quite clear from the above findings that gold was kept

undeclared and concealed with the sole intention to evade pal.rnent of

Customs duty. The record before me suggest that both passengers did not

choose to declare it as they chose green channel for Customs clearance after

arriving from foreign destination and Gold item i.e. four cut gold bars having

purity 999.0 of 24 kt. having total weight of 600.700 grams was placed

under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 72.O2.2020. From the statements

of Mr. Junaid Ahmad (domestic passenger) & Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar
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19. From the above judicial pronouncements, it is clear that in case of

prohibited goods, discretion is vested with the adjudicating authority to give

an option to the passenger/importer to pay frne in lieu of confiscation. Given

the facts of the present case before me and the rulings cited above, the gold

was kept undeclared and concealed ingeniously and therefore was prohibited

in nature and is liable to be confrscated absolutely. This leaves me with no

option but to absolutely conliscate the gold viz. four cut gold bars having

purity 999.0 of 24 kt. having total weight of 600.700 grams.



(lnternational Passenger), Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar handed over the

smuggled gold to Mr. Junaid Ahmad at SVPI Airport Ahmedabad, after the

international passenger Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar arrived from Kuwait

to Ahmedabad by Jajeera Airways Flight No. J9-4O7 on 72.02.2020 & Mr.

Junaid Ahmad concealed the same four cut gold bars in the pocket of his

jacket. Further, it is admitted by Mr. Junaid Ahmad and Mr. Mohammad

Javed Akhtar, in their statements that they were fully aware that the gold

would be offending in nature on its import and Mr. Junaid Ahmad deposed

that he was lured into smuggling for the sum of Rupees Five thousand. Mr.

Junaid Ahmad and Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar have knowingly carried

the gold and also failed to declare it on their arrival at the airport Therefore,

it appears that both the passengers had knowingly dealt with the said goods,

i.e. carrying, keeping, concealing or in any other manner dealing with the

goods which they knew or had reason to believe that the same were liable for

confiscation under the Customs Act, 1962 . Despite having knowledge that

the goods had to be declared and they would be offending on its import, both

the passengers had tried to clear the Gold item i.e. four cut gold bars having

purity 999.0 of 24 kt. having total weight of 600.700 grams by not declaring

the same on arrival at the airport. The intention both noticees was thus

clear, I find that Mr. Junaid Ahmad (domestic passenger) and Mr.

Mohammad Javed Akhtar (international passenger) have committed offences

of the nature described in Section 1 l2(a) & 112(b) of Customs Act, 1962,and

makes them liable for penalty under Section 112 (i) of the Customs

Act,l962.

22, Given my above findings, I pass the following Order.

ORDER
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i. I order absolute confiscation of 04 cut gold bars totally weighing

600.700 grams, valued at Rs.25,13,63O/- (Rupees Twenty Five lakhs

thirteen thousand Six hundred and thirty only) (Market value) and

Rs.22,01,685/- (Rupees Twenty Two lakhs One thousand Six hundred

and Eighty Five only) (Tariff Value) recovered from Mr. Junaid Ahmad

and placed under seizure under Panchnama drawn on 12.O2.2O2O arld

attempted to be smuggled and recovered from the domestic

passenger, under the provisions of Sections 111(d), 111(i),111 0),111
(m) of the Customs Act 1962;

ii. I order absolute confiscation of the packing/concealing material i.e.

brown colured adhesive tape to hide and conceal gold bars seized
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BY SPEED POST A.D.

To
l.Mr. Junaid Ahmad ,

(S/o Mr. Mohammad Tahir)
Chak No. 11,
Tehsil Tanda ,

Mohalla Hajipura,
Suar, Rampur, Uttar Pradesh

2. Mr. Mohammad Javed Akhtar
(S/o Mr. Mumtaz Ahmad),
Mohalla-Hajipura,
Tanda, Rampur,
Uttar Pradesh

under panchnama drawn on 12.02.2020, under Section 118(a) & 119

of the Customs Act;

I impose a penalty of Rs. 2,00,000/- (Rupees Two lakhs only) on Mr.

Junaid Ahmad under the provisions of Section I 1 2 (a) and 1 1 2 (b)

under sub section I 12(i) of the Customs Act 1962.

I impose a penalty of Rs. 2,00,000/- (Rupees Two lakhs only) on Mr.

Mohammad Javed Akhtar under the provisions of Section 112(a) and

112(b) under sub section 112(i) of the Customs Act 1962.

(Amit Ku

o/c-

lst Lo6 llr,--t

IJ-., @*t *

Joint Commiss ner,

Customs, Ahmedabad

Date :28.06.2021

I a)

@

Copy to:

. The Principal Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad.

. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, RRA, Ahmedabad.

o The Deputy Commissioner, Customs(Alu), SVPIA, Customs,

Ahmedabad

. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Recovery Cell, Ahmedabad.

. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Legal Prosecution, Ahmedabad'

o The System In-charge, Customs, Ahmedabad for upload on the official

website i.e.htto: / / www.ahmedabadcustoms

The Guard File.
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